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ABSTRACT: Crystal growth anisotropy in molecular beam
epitaxy usually prevents deterministic nucleation of individual
quantum dots when a thick GaAs buﬀer is grown over a
nanopatterned substrate. Here, we demonstrate how this
anisotropy can actually be used to mold nucleation sites for
single dots on a much thicker buﬀer than has been achieved by
conventional techniques. This approach greatly suppresses the
problem of defect-induced line broadening for single quantum
dots in a charge-tunable device, giving state-of-the-art optical
linewidths for a system widely studied as a spin qubit for
quantum information.
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resolving spin ﬁne structure, nonlinear optical eﬀects (e.g.,
Autler−Townes splitting), and the vacuum Rabi splitting of
strongly coupled QDs in optical cavities. Improving the
linewidths of site-controlled dots has therefore been identiﬁed
as an important goal by groups working in this area.19−23
For growths on unpatterned substrates, the problem of
residual surface oxide is easily avoided by ﬁrst growing a thick
GaAs buﬀer layer (usually more than 100 nm) before the QD
layer is grown. In such samples, where QDs are well-separated
from defects or impurities, optical linewidths are often below 10
μeV and occasionally approach 1 μeV. In contrast, QDs grown
near processed interfaces10,20−23 or surfaces24 show much
broader linewidths, often more than 100 μeV. Another
diﬃculty with patterned substrates for QDs is that the usual
thermal deoxidation procedure for GaAs substrates causes
pitting of the surface,25 which leads to unintended nucleation of
QDs. This is often addressed by using an in situ atomic
hydrogen beam10 to remove most of the oxygen and carbon
from the surface and to preserve the morphology.
The requirements for precise site control and narrow optical
linewidths make contradictory demands on the crystal growth
process. A thick GaAs buﬀer improves optical linewidths, but it
greatly complicates site control because growth anisotropy
tends to elongate the nucleation sites. After growing a few tens
of nanometers of GaAs, it becomes very diﬃcult to nucleate
individual quantum dots. This has motivated some crystal
growers to use an initial layer of patterned QDs as a straininducing seed layer to nucleate a second (active) layer of
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pitaxial quantum dots (QDs) have atom-like electronic
properties, including long coherence times, narrow spinsensitive optical resonances, and large optical dipoles. This
makes them attractive for single-quantum applications such as
spin qubits1−3 and single photon sources.4,5 Epitaxial InAs QDs
are usually grown by Stranski−Krastanov self-assembly, which
provides considerable control over the spatial density, size, and
emission wavelength of the dots. However, self-assembled dots
grow at random positions on the substrate, while singlequantum device applications often require placement with sub100 nm lateral precision. One solution is to locate individual
previously grown QDs with high spatial precision and fabricate
devices around them.6,7 A more common approach, which is
scalable to large networks, is to grow on a prepatterned
substrate with an array of small holes that act as nucleation sites
for QDs. These deterministically patterned QDs have been
used as single photon emitters8 and for studies of dot−cavity
interactions.9 The most common method for patterning the
substrate is electron beam lithography followed by wet
etching.10,11 Other techniques include focused ion beam,12,13
UV-nanoimprint lithography,14 atomic force microscopy
(AFM) oxidation,15 and metal−organic chemical vapor
deposition (MOCVD) growth on (111)B substrates without
self-assembly.9,16
Despite the considerable promise of using prepatterned
substrates to precisely position QDs in optical devices, serious
technical obstacles remain. The main problem is that oxidation
in air and various fabrication steps introduce a high density of
impurities and intrinsic defects into the patterned GaAs surface.
It is believed that charge ﬂuctuations17,18 at these defects
produce time-dependent Stark shifts that broaden the optical
resonances of nearby dots. Narrow linewidths are essential for
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dots,8,20 thereby extending the total thickness of the buﬀer.
This technique has recently been combined with rigorous
cleaning of the processed surface to demonstrate QDs with the
best optical linewidths to date.19
In this work, we describe a method of growing individual
site-controlled QDs and short QD chains of controllable length
on GaAs buﬀer layers of at least 90 nm, without a QD seed
layer and without the requirement for atomic hydrogen
cleaning. Because we are able to grow these dots far away
from the patterned interface, we have measured optical
linewidths as low as 6 μeV. The GaAs growth anistropy,
instead of being a problem, is actually the reason that this
method works.
The problem that the GaAs growth anisotropy usually
presents for site-controlled InAs QD growth is demonstrated in
Figure 1. Figure 1a shows QDs grown on etched nanoholes

away from A-stepped facets to more favorable positions on Bsteps or on the ﬂat (001) surface. This leads to the widening of
features in the [110] direction. In the [1̅10] direction, we ﬁnd
that patterned features can expand or contract, depending on
the growth conditions. This behavior is similar to the GaAs
growth kinetics observed on (001) patterned substrates with
(111)A and (111)B facets.30−32
The eﬀect of growth anisotropy on etched lines is shown in
Figure 1c, where we started with an etched pattern of crossed
lines (∼30 nm deep and 80 nm wide). Prior to growth, the lines
had cross-sections similar to those shown in the ﬁrst panel of
Figure 2d. After reintroducing the patterned substrate into the
MBE chamber, we grew 90 nm of GaAs. The [110] line with Bstep sidewalls is still narrow, while the [11̅ 0] line has widened
dramatically with A-stepped sidewalls sloped at roughly 10
degrees. The GaAs surface next to the [1̅10] ([110]) line shows
a shallow accumulation (depletion) region, seen in the crosssection proﬁles of Figure 1d.31,32 When InAs is deposited on
the surface at just below the critical thickness for QD growth on
a ﬂat surface, we observe QDs in the narrow [110] line but not
in the wide [1̅10] line.15,33,34 Notably, the sloped sidewalls of
the [11̅ 0] line are barely aﬀected by the intersection with the
[110] line, and no dots nucleate at the intersection.
This growth evolution of the etched lines presents a highly
favorable situation for nucleating a controllable number of dots.
The concept is depicted in Figure 2a. A row of holes is
patterned between [1̅10] lines in the GaAs substrate (gray).
Typical dimensions for these features are 80 nm wide and 30
nm deep, as shown in the ﬁrst AFM image of Figure 2c. When a
thick buﬀer (blue) is grown on this pattern, both holes and
lines widen along [110]. As the lines widen, they truncate the
elongation of the holes, leaving notches at the top of a ridge
between the broadened lines. Each notch is a short [110] line
segment that serves as a nucleation site for QDs. The number
of QDs that can ﬁt in each site is determined by its width,
which is directly controllable through the line spacing (d), the
GaAs buﬀer thickness (t), and the growth conditions.
With multiple periods of etched lines and holes, an array of
individual QDs with highly uniform morphology can be grown
on a thick GaAs buﬀer separating the dots from the original
etched pattern. Figure 2b shows an example of dots grown on a
buﬀer of thickness t = 90 nm and line spacing of d = 250 nm
(the vertical scale is expanded for clarity). Figure 2c shows the
eﬀect of increasing the line spacing, with short chains of QDs
forming in each site. As the spacing d increases from 240 nm to
280 nm and 320 nm, each site nucleates predominantly one,
two, or three dots, respectively. The growth statistics in Figure
2f were produced by counting roughly 240 nucleation sites for
each line spacing. The single QD uniformity demonstrated for a
90 nm GaAs buﬀer here is comparable to other work using
round hole nucleation sites covered by GaAs buﬀer layers of
only 10 nm.10 We note that the examples shown in Figure 2
were treated with atomic hydrogen prior to growth, and while
they are the best we have observed so far, we have also
observed single QD uniformity up to 70% on similar samples
with a thermally desorbed oxide.
The important features of the patterned substrate morphology are clariﬁed with line proﬁles of the images in Figure 2c.
Line proﬁles parallel to [110] cut across the etched lines
(Figure 2d), while proﬁles parallel to [11̅ 0] cut across the
nucleation sites and dots at the top of the ridges (Figure 2e).
The dot count is correlated with the width of the notches. The
postgrowth proﬁles show that three (or more) dots nucleate

Figure 1. (a) InAs quantum dots on a hole-patterned substrate with a
12 nm GaAs buﬀer overgrowth (SEM image). (b) InAs dots on a holepatterned substrate covered with a 30 nm GaAs buﬀer overgrowth. (c)
InAs dots on a crossed line-patterned substrate covered with a 90 nm
GaAs buﬀer (AFM phase image). Quantum dots grow only in [110]
lines with arsenic-terminated B-steps, not in [1̅10] lines with galliumterminated A-steps. (d) Plot of [110] and [1̅10] cross-section proﬁles
of the lines in panel c. Cross-sections prior to growth would be similar
to those shown in Figure 2d, ﬁrst panel.

covered by a 12 nm GaAs buﬀer. During the buﬀer growth, the
holes widen along [110], and pairs of QDs nucleate. With thin
buﬀers (<20 nm), it is possible to nucleate individual dots
under the appropriate growth conditions, but this becomes
much less probable as the buﬀer thickness is increased. Figure
1b shows dots grown on a 30 nm thick buﬀer, where the holes
are further elongated and chains of QDs form.
This growth anisotropy results from a combination of factors
that includes incorporation chemistry on vicinal surfaces,
gallium atom diﬀusion on and between facets, and the structure
of the initially etched lines.26,27 The incorporation anisotropy is
believed to originate in part from the chemical inequivalence of
atomic step edges running in [1̅10] and [110] crystal
directions.26,28,29 Gallium adatoms incorporate more easily at
arsenic-terminated B-steps (along [110]) than at galliumterminated A-steps (along [1̅10]). As the etched features grow,
they form faceted sidewalls11 that have predominantly A or B
type steps, and there is a net movement of gallium adatoms
4871
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Figure 2. (a) Perspective of patterned substrate before buﬀer growth (lower) and after buﬀer growth (upper) (substrate is gray, buﬀer is blue).
Lateral and vertical dimensions are shown with equal scaling, corresponding to a realistic structure. (b) Perspective (AFM image) of individual
quantum dots grown on a pattern with d = 250 nm line spacing and t = 90 nm GaAs buﬀer thickness. The z dimension is expanded with respect to x
and y dimensions for clarity. (c) AFM images of QDs grown on patterned substrate with several values of the line spacing, d. (Left side shows typical
substrate pattern before GaAs buﬀer growth.) (d) Cross-section proﬁles of images in panel c along [110], between the nucleation sites. (Sidewall
proﬁles in ﬁrst panel are AFM resolution-limited.) (e) Cross-section proﬁles of images in panel c along [1̅10] at the top of the ridge and through the
nucleation sites. (f) Distributions of dot count per nucleation site; N ≈ 240 sites for each value of d.

when a ﬂat plateau remains between adjacent [11̅ 0] lines (d =
320 nm), and when the plateau is nearly eliminated (d = 280
nm), two dots form. Single dot nucleation occurs when the
plateau between the lines has been eliminated, and the
remaining ridge has been reduced in height from 18 nm to
about 13 nm. For d = 240 nm, the depth of the nucleation sites
has also begun to shrink below 10 nm (Figure 2e). Nucleation
is incomplete for the smallest line spacing (d = 200 nm), where
the nucleation sites are less than 5 nm deep.

In order to test the optical and electronic quality of these
QDs, we incorporated site-controlled QDs into a Schottky
diode heterostructure that allows injection of individual
electrons into each QD and performed single QD photoluminescence spectroscopy as a function of applied bias. The
patterned surface was buried in the n-type region of the
Schottky diode, and the thickness of the n-type region above
the dots was adjusted to make the total buﬀer thickness 90 nm
(Figure 3a). The photoluminescence spectrum as a function of
4872
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Figure 3. (a) Schematic of the Schottky diode heterostructure, indicating the patterned substrate (gray) and the overgrown GaAs buﬀer and capping
layer (blue). Lateral and vertical dimensions are shown with equivalent scaling, corresponding to a realistic structure. (b) Photoluminescence
intensity (gray scale) as a function of PL energy and applied bias. Neutral exciton (X0), positive (X+), and negative (X−) trions are indicated. (c)
Distribution of linewidths for 80 PL lines from dots grown in high density arrays such as those in Figure 2b,c; inset, PL line of an individual quantum
dot.

much lower than what has been reported in most examples of
site-controlled dots to date. We believe that the primary reason
for the improvement in optical linewidths here is the thick
GaAs buﬀer layer separating the QDs from the processed
interface. We note that the n-doped conducting buﬀer
surrounding the patterned interface may serve to electrically
screen the ﬂuctuations of charged defects, and a systematic
study of the eﬀect of heterostructure design would help to
isolate a contribution from this eﬀect to the observed
linewidths.
The results described here were obtained with a 90 nm GaAs
buﬀer, but we anticipate that it will be possible to work with
considerably thicker buﬀers. With more GaAs, the small
nucleation sites may ﬁll in under the present growth conditions,
but this can be prevented by changing the dimensions of the
substrate pattern or by changing the growth temperature or
arsenic ﬂux to inﬂuence the growth anisotropy. With no
optimization, we are already able to nucleate ∼50% single dots
on a 120 nm buﬀer by starting with a deeper etch (60 nm). We
also note that the uniformity of the nucleation sites is quite
sensitive to the surface preparation that precedes the wet etch.
After development of the ebeam resist, we use a brief oxygen
plasma or UV−ozone exposure to remove resist residue from
the GaAs surface. This produces much smoother postetch
surfaces (1−3 nm roughness) on the bottom and sides of the
etched features compared to without oxidation (5−10 nm
roughness).
By using MBE on nanoengineered GaAs substrates, we have
grown deterministically positioned InAs quantum dots with
nearly intrinsic linewidths. The key to our approach is to
harness the usually problematic GaAs anisotropy to grow thick
protective buﬀers between the dots and the patterned surface,
while still nucleating dots with a high degree of uniformity. We
believe that still thicker GaAs buﬀers can be grown without
sacriﬁcing uniformity by further optimizing the substrate

applied bias (Figure 3b) shows a typical charging sequence for
single dots, with optical transitions for neutral (X0), negatively
charged (X−), and positively charged (X+) excitons. Other lines
originate from biexciton complexes. This is a standard
ﬁngerprint for InAs self-assembled dots; however, the range
of applied bias over which these transitions are observed is
considerably more negative than for unpatterned samples. For
example, the transition from X0 to X−, which occurs here at −2
V, is typically observed at a positive bias in unpatterned QD
Schottky diode samples with similar layer thicknesses. This
oﬀset indicates that the electric ﬁeld proﬁle of our Schottky
diode is diﬀerent than for unpatterned samples, implying the
presence of additional charges within the structure. Our best
samples for PL studies were not treated with atomic hydrogen
for GaAs deoxidation prior to growth because we have
observed even larger oﬀsets in hydrogen-treated samples. We
have not yet incorporated the atomic hydrogen source directly
into the molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth chamber,
which may yet lead to a reduction in interface defects when the
atomic hydrogen is used.
Despite the presence of processing defects, the photoluminescence linewidths of the site-controlled dots are very
narrow. To resolve the linewidths, we used a scanning Fabry−
Perot etalon with an energy resolution of ∼1.5 μeV as an
energy ﬁlter in front of a standard grating spectrometer.35,36 In
order to obtain suﬃcient statistics, we measured a large number
of dots in dense arrays such as those shown in Figure 2b,c.
Because of the large density of spectral lines, we were unable to
assign every line to a speciﬁc excitonic species, although some
showed clear anisotropic exchange doublets associated with
neutral excitons. Figure 3c shows a histogram of measured
linewidths for roughly 80 measured spectral lines. The
linewidths range between 6 and 100 μeV with a median of
19 μeV, which is approaching the linewidths for unpatterned
QD diode samples from our laboratory. The observed range is
4873
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pattern fabrication and growth conditions and that deterministic nucleation of epitaxial InAs quantum dots with intrinsic
optical quality is within reach. This removes a major obstacle
toward sophisticated quantum dot complexes such as a
quantum network of spin qubits.
Methods. Substrate Patterning. Lines and circles were
patterned by electron beam lithography in 70 nm PMMA resist.
The electron beam (25 kV; 10 μm aperture) had doses ranging
from 1000 to 2500 pC/cm adjusted according to feature
density. The resist was developed in 1:3 MIBK/IPA for 90 s.
Prior to etching, a two minute UV−ozone exposure was used to
remove residual resist and resulted in smoother etched lines.
Samples were etched at ∼0.5 nm/s in H3PO4/H2O2/H2O
(1:4:495). The resist was removed in standard heated solvents
and remover and a brief UV−ozone treatment. The resulting
features were 60−90 nm wide.
Sample Growth. Quantum dot samples were grown by
molecular beam epitaxy. The patterned substrate was rinsed in
10% HCl and water to remove surface oxide immediately prior
to loading. The remaining oxide was removed either by atomic
hydrogen in a separate chamber or thermally (∼620 °C) under
arsenic vapor in the MBE growth chamber. The choice of oxide
removal technique had little eﬀect on the surface morphology.
A 50 nm silicon-doped (3 × 1018 cm−3) GaAs buﬀer layer was
grown at 0.7 ML/s at 550 °C, followed by a 40 nm intrinsic
GaAs layer. The temperature was reduced to 520 °C for QD
growth. InAs was deposited over 60 s, to within a few percent
of the critical thickness for QD formation on unpatterned
regions of the substrate. For PL samples, the QD was truncated
to 2.8 nm with the indium ﬂush technique to give PL energies
around 950 nm, followed by an additional 280 nm of intrinsic
GaAs. Temperatures were measured with band-edge thermometry.
Photoluminescence Measurements. Patterned QDs were
incorporated into a Schottky diode heterostructure as shown in
Figure 3a. A 5 nm semitransparent titanium layer was used as a
top contact. Measurements were done in a continuous ﬂow
helium cryostat at ∼8 K. PL was excited and collected through
a microscope objective and resolved in a single grating
spectrometer. For high spectral resolution, the PL was ﬁltered
with a scanning Fabry−Perot etalon prior to entering the
spectrometer. The etalon consisted of one planar and one
curved mirror separated by a ring-shaped piezoelectric (PZT)
crystal and had a linewidth of 1.5 μeV (FWHM). Peaks were
measured at applied biases below the X− charging transition,
where mostly X0, X+, and some biexciton peaks are observed.
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